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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer
appointments. Click and collect. Home delivery. We understand that some car purchases just
can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the
car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them.
We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on
the forecourt â€” all on one page. Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise
your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Land Rover. Coronavirus
update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments Click and collect
Home delivery. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep
shopping. All models. Valuable insights We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews,
market value, price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one page. Personalised search
Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise your results so you only see the
cars and features you care about. Approved used for sale Approved used for sale. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments.
Contactless purchase. Free home drop-off. We understand that some car purchases just can't
wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car
you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. By
comparing price, detailed vehicle data and dealer reviews, we give each used car a deal rating
from great to overpriced, and sort the best deals first. We provide free access to key info like
dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on lotâ€”all on one page. Our powerful
search makes it easy to refine and personalize your results so you only see the cars and
features you care about. Using CarGurus made me feel empowered because I was able to
understand whether I had a good deal before I walked into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was
able to get all of the features that I wanted, well within my budget. CarGurus gave me the
information that I needed to make sure that I was getting a good deal. It's definitely the filters on
CarGurus that make it easyâ€”you can choose exactly the configuration you're looking for.
CarGurus put everything in front of me so I could figure out what the right price was for the car
that I was looking for. You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to
use this site you agree to us doing so. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer
shopping Private dealer appointments Contactless purchase Free home drop-off. Dealership
appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep Shopping. All Models. Select
Model. Best Deals First By comparing price, detailed vehicle data and dealer reviews, we give
each used car a deal rating from great to overpriced, and sort the best deals first. Valuable
Insights We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and
days on lotâ€”all on one page. Personalized Search Our powerful search makes it easy to refine
and personalize your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Dave M.
Nadina P. Mike D. Meagan G. Alex M. Previous Next. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Everyone was pleasant although a little pushy, with the
obligatory bartering over price, but I came away happy. Gordon was very informative on the
phone and through Email. There was no push to make a sale. After lockdown viewing was
relaxed with all the safety measures in place. Good first experience. I did end up getting the car i
reserved but i would use them again. Absolutely brilliant customer service very helpful and
caring would defently recommend to family and friends. I took this car for a test drive. Although
I did not buy the car, I did buy another one from the same dealer. The dealer was very helpful
and the experience was positive and enjoyable. The dealer made contact and provided me with
some useful details. A telephone number would've been helpful too. Gary was my point of
contact and had a very easy and comfortable way about him. Answered my questions gave
explanations when asked and everything as quoted, so thank you Gary and Ivybridge Motors,
hope you can all get back to normal ASAP. They also printed the car had heated seats. It didn't.
I had cash to pay and probably would have bought it but not impressed with that attitude. I was
happy with the service from this dealer, they were friendly, helpful and did everything 8 needed
to get my car on the road. Would recommend. I got there to be told they had already sold to
someone else an hour or so before I got there. No even an apology from them. Not really worth
a 1 star rating. It took 2 weeks to finalised everything, but easy car have dedicated customer
service advisors and I was well looked after from start to finish. I got my finance approved to my
expected budget in a day even with my poor credit score. Thank you Danny for your
consistency and kept me update with all the step by step process. Im enjoying my new white
range rover. The dealer got back to me very promptly and was very helpful in answering all my
queries about the vehicles in which I was interested. Ultimately I decided to go with another
vehicle type but the dealings with the company were good. The dealer contacted me promptly
and followed up later However I have now Lund a car eater to home. Car broke down with faulty
alternator after 25 miles. Autoselect reluctant to reimburse me. Still arguing.. Autoselect then

put on 6 months tax. Apart from that, very nice car. I found Beverley Autos to be excellent to
deal with. Graham is a really nice guy, very respectful and knowledgeable. All the paperwork
was perfect, they held the car for me for a week and I found the whole experience great. I would
have no hesitation in recommending them. The dealership communication was very good, I was
asked to check the car for a family member, sad to say they were unsure as to what they wanted
to do. Very helpful, professional, efficient service provided. All staff very knowledgable. Cars
available all presented well and helped with queries after sale made. Although I did not
purchase a vehicle, I could my communications with the business very clear and professional.
Very quick reply unfortunately the car was not what I wanted but could not fault there service.
Very responsive and experienced staff, Richard sent me a video of the car with a detailed
explanation of the car specs and options. Definitely recommend them to all buyers. They were
most helpful. They answered all my uestions promptly. We'll help you find great deals among
tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt,
drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used cars for sale
nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10
mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Used cars for sale nationwide in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus user. Request information. Why use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Great experience. They got back to me very fast. Freindly and
genuine, nice people to deal with. I would definatly recommend them to friends and family. I had
a wonderful experience buying a used vehicle here. Will was super accommodating, allowed
multiple test drives so I could make sure I wanted it. Very upfront, detailed, quick response time
and no pressure even though I was buying a used vehicle. Would recommend to anyone looking
to purchase a vehicle. Lee and Yudi and Derek were excellent to deal with, absolutely! No run
around, no B. Just honest and serious. I knew what I was looking for and Lee showed me the
awesome fully loaded Sportwagen which I have now named die HinterGnaus. Great price and
easy financing too! Highly recommended. The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy
another one! Not make sense to me. Sales management not very helpful. Not responding to my
e-mails. Send several e- mails to make a deal. It looks like there wiped it of the table and want
nothing to do with a cash paying costumer. I was sent an email and at the time I was so busy
with work I didn't have time to reply and arrange to see the car. I am still looking and would be
interested in the Mazda CX5 if something comes in please contact me. Travelled 3 hours to view
vehicle. The Sales Manager -Darren personally took the time to meet with us. It was the end of
the day on a Saturday and Darren stayed LTE to ensure all our questions had been answered. I
felt I was dealt with fairly and most importantly honestly. I later purchased the vehicle and was
pleased with the service and the fact that my business was truly appreciated. Well worth the
drive! I bought a Mazda 3 Sport GT. The staff was very helpful without pressure. The dealership
was very professional and was also cheaper than others were I purchased a vehicle from this
dealer and they were very professional in my dealings with them. Communication was quick,
the dealer responded with an accurate description of vehicle and approximate value of trade in.
Dealer was very accommodating to view and discussed deal with no pressure. Overall
experience was excellent. I contacted this dealership about a car that they had on their lot. The
person on the other end of the phone flat out lied to me about the damage the vehicle had
suffered. Very unprofessional. Did not deal with this dealership. Great sales group Made a same
day deal on a car and they did everything they could to make the deal smooth Thanks s much!!
Very good experience. The car was an excellent price, and there were no additional charges
other than GST. The service was excellent. The person we dealt with was quite helpful. Love our
almost new Hyundai. Nice people and quite helpful. Took the car for a test drive. Since I had a
few more to check out at other dealerships, I did not make an offer on the vehicle at that time.
Wonderful experience, Mutee and his sons provided excellent service to me. I highly
recommend them. Right off the bat he had answered my email even though it was pm and the
dealership was closed. And this is also a first but in no way shape or form was he pulling the
classic salesman pitch made me feel very comfortable and helpful through and through. All
dealerships should take note. Thank you. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,

drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized RAM Dealer. Request Information.
Authorized GMC Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Contactless purchase. Free home drop-off. We
understand that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal
as safely as possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click
on a car to see if a dealer offers them. Shop with real rates in hand. No impact on your credit
score. Only takes minutes. Personalized, real rates. Finance in Advance is a product of
CarGurus, Inc. Financing not completed on site. Pre-qualification and rates subject to your
acceptance and satisfaction of terms and conditions of participating lender. Using CarGurus
made me feel empowered because I was able to understand whether I had a good deal before I
walked into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was able to get all of the features that I wanted,
well within my budget. CarGurus gave me the information that I needed to make sure that I was
getting a good deal. It's definitely the filters on CarGurus that make it easyâ€”you can choose
exactly the configuration you're looking for. CarGurus put everything in front of me so I could
figure out what the right price was for the car that I was looking for. CarGurus exceeded my
expectations because I met the person that wanted to buy my vehicle at the highest price in a
very short period of time. Clifford Atiyeh. In its third model year, the Chevrolet Blazer is a rarer
sight on the road. That's because two other popular Chevy crossovers bookend the Blazer.
Christian Wardlaw. The Toyota Avalon serves a simple function. In fact, the Avalon and the
Lexus Eileen Falkenberg-Hull. Stephen Edelstein. Launched for the model year, the Volkswagen
Atlas Cross Sport is a two-row, five-seat version of the Volkswagen Atlas family crossover,
itself a Kyree Williams. For , it benefits from a facelift and a n Introduced in to replace the CC, it
rec For the model year, it gets Land Rover. Alfa Romeo. Coronavirus update. Contactless
services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments Contactless purchase Free home
drop-off. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep
Shopping. All Models. Select Model. Shop with real rates in hand No impact on your credit score
Only takes minutes Personalized, real rates See my options. Finance in advance View
personalized, real rates before you even talk to a dealer. See the details that matter Accident
history, price drops, days on lotâ€¦ find it all here. Play video. Dave M. Nadina P. Mike, a
first-time used car shopper, found a great deal on a SUV for his family. Mike D. Meagan found
the exact car she wanted on CarGurus and only had to go to one dealership. Meagan G. Alex M.
Matt C. Previous Next. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
They were amazing to deal with!! And went above and beyond to accommodate me during these
strange times!! Excellent experience. VERY helpful and efficient. And must say extremely clean
and focused on everyone's health. Excellent job we will be sending people your way. Andre
greeted me on a Sunday morning Went to find car twice, was always missing. Would t respond
to anything related to this vehicle. Kept offering and sending offers for other vehicles instead.
The worst experience I ever had I still have not seen this van , they keep tell me it will be up
from Halifax. A week now and still have not seen this van. Very pleasant to deal with but would
not accept a trade in from Montreal. That was a deal breaker. Clutch made purchasing the
vehicle we wanted a breeze. Friendly and very accommodating staff. This is vehicle shopping
made easy. We would recommend Clutch for anyone looking for a vehicle. Very quick to
respond and professional. Booked me a test drive as soon as the car was ready! Went to dealer
site at which the lower price was also listed. I filled out the start purchase and finance options
on the dealer site. Was later contacted by a different sales rep saying deal was approved. When
I went to the dealership the financing was shorter then requested, the truck price increased ove
and my trade in estimate given on the web site was thousands less. Worst customer service
ever. I traveled over km to go see the car, he didn't want to talk, he told me if I don't buy
someone else will do. Very bad experience I got. I do not intend to stop there of course legally.
Yes he reach out by email sayinng the car was already sold and is there any other vehicle I
would be interested in. Poor experience and salesmanship. The employees at the Lower
Sackville location were very courteous and went out of their way to make us feel comfortable in
these difficult times of the Covid pandemic. We will heartily recommend them to all our friends.
Excellent guys to deal with. Great friendly service. Very quick to reply and extremely helpful.
O'Regan sent me a nice e-mail. It very explanatory on how I could proceed to make a purchase
and also about the car business. Very Professional. I was able to buy a vehicle in New
Brunswick for my grandson. Did answer questions but very blunt. It was a holiday and the
business was closed so I was pleased to even hear from them. We spoke on more than 1
occasion. There were no photos with ad and he provided me with photos as well. Ended up

purchasing another vehicle on their lot, good overall experience. Immediate response to inquiry
and follow up once it was sold. I was pleased with the service. To date, very please with the car.
To be honest, at first I was a little unsure about purchasing a car in this manner. After speaking
with the staff I found them to be very professional courteous and efficient. Overall it was a great
experience. Best prices in my town. They were great. I bought the vehicle that I went in to see.
Very please with my experience,. Polite and courteous. Awesome experience.. Perhaps this is
why there are no pictures associated with this advertisement? It's a nice F, but NOT the higher
trim package. Very disappointed - I cancelled my appointment with this company. The staff at
Race Auto were polite and a pleasure to deal with. I did not end up buying the vehicle because it
wasn't quite what I looking for but I would absolutely deal with them again in the future. We'll
help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. Used Cars for Sale in Nova Scotia. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius
25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. Auction Direct - Sackville N. CarGurus User. Request Information.
Authorized BMW Dealer. Authorized Mazda Dealer. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. We dealt over the phone, quick responses,
Always felt the information I was receiving was accurate, and it was. Sales person even made a
video of the vehicle prior to me coming down in person. Cesar was not pushy and to the point.
The dealer was great! Took no time at all to get approval and finish the deal. Very happy with
service, highly recommend. Great experience. They got back to me very fast. Freindly and
genuine, nice people to deal with. I would definatly recommend them to friends and family.
Good communications; listing was accurate, car was available for test drive. Sales associate
was informed and attentive. Super happy with the service! Alex is the most honest car expert I
have ever met. Very knowledgeable, helpful and easy to deal with. Saved me a lot of money by
great repairs and good value vehicles. Ali was helpful, explained what he knew about the trucks
history. He also informed me how to get an independent inspection done. Delt with Hank and it
was a pleasure to.. They responded with availability but never responded with ballpark trade in
value. Most of the inventory that I was interested in on their website was already sold. Very
good experience. The car was an excellent price, and there were no additional charges other
than GST. The service was excellent. The person we dealt with was quite helpful. Love our
almost new Hyundai. Nice people and quite helpful. Took the car for a test drive. Since I had a
few more to check out at other dealerships, I did not make an offer on the vehicle at that time. I
had a wonderful experience buying a used vehicle here. Will was super accommodating,
allowed multiple test drives so I could make sure I wanted it. Very upfront, detailed, quick
response time and no pressure even though I was buying a used vehicle. Would recommend to
anyone looking to purchase a vehicle. Lee and Yudi and Derek were excellent to deal with,
absolutely! No run around, no B. Just honest and serious. I knew what I was looking for and Lee
showed me the awesome fully loaded Sportwagen which I have now named die HinterGnaus.
Great price and easy financing too! Highly recommended. I contacted the dealership about a
potential trade in. I was told they would require some more information about my but rent
vehicle to make a better assessment. I replied with information about my vehicle and have had
no response since. They contacted me within 2 days of my initial message, but have had no
follow up contact for a few weeks now. Guy at diamond auto was very helpful to get me
something which is like overall good customer service and very helpful thank you. Overall I
found the experience of Dealing with Country Hills Nissan to be very positive, the staff were
friendly and helpful, our sales person in particular made a sincere effort to answer our
questions and be as accommodating as possible. The vehicle was clean and appeared in good
condition. The agent were presentable and helpful but they did not at least clean the car before
presenting it to the potential buyers. Called to ask what I was looking for in a truck. Gave him
my wants - haven't heard back. I was given a chance to test drive a vehicle that might be a good
fit for my next purch
rx7 mk3
2016 chevy volt manual
1999 ford taurus owner manual
ase.. Tracy was amazing with communication and response. She was awesome to speak with

and I would highly recommend this dealership and Tracy for the great customer service. We'll
help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?

